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Abstract

To better understand the partitioning behavior of elements during the formation and evolution of iron meteorites, two sets
of experiments were conducted at 1 atm in the Fe–Ni–P system. The first set examined the effect of P on solid metal/liquid
metal partitioning behavior of 22 elements, while the other set explored the effect of the crystal structures of body-centered
cubic (a)- and face-centered cubic (c)-solid Fe alloys on partitioning behavior. Overall, the effect of P on the partition coef-
ficients for the majority of the elements was minimal. As, Au, Ga, Ge, Ir, Os, Pt, Re, and Sb showed slightly increasing par-
tition coefficients with increasing P-content of the metallic liquid. Co, Cu, Pd, and Sn showed constant partition coefficients.
Rh, Ru, W, and Mo showed phosphorophile (P-loving) tendencies. Parameterization models were applied to solid metal/
liquid metal results for 12 elements. As, Au, Pt, and Re failed to match previous parameterization models, requiring the deter-
mination of separate parameters for the Fe–Ni–S and Fe–Ni–P systems.

Experiments with coexisting a and c Fe alloy solids produced partitioning ratios close to unity, indicating that an a versus
c Fe alloy crystal structure has only a minor influence on the partitioning behaviors of the trace element studied. A simple
relationship between an element’s natural crystal structure and its a/c partitioning ratio was not observed. If an iron meteorite
crystallizes from a single metallic liquid that contains both S and P, the effect of P on the distribution of elements between the
crystallizing solids and the residual liquid will be minor in comparison to the effect of S. This indicates that to a first order,
fractional crystallization models of the Fe–Ni–S–P system that do not take into account P are appropriate for interpreting the
evolution of iron meteorites if the effects of S are appropriately included in the effort.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. INTRODUCTION

Iron meteorites formed by the crystallization of metallic
liquids on numerous asteroid-sized parent bodies. Some iron
meteorites likely represent the central metallic cores of sub-
sequently disrupted asteroids while other iron meteorites
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may have solidified in large molten metallic pools not lo-
cated in the center of an asteroid (e.g. review by Haack
and McCoy, 2003). Whatever the crystallization environ-
ment and method, the composition of the metallic liquid,
especially the concentrations of light elements such as S, C,
and P in the liquid, are believed to have played a significant
role in the crystallization and evolution of iron meteorites.

During crystallization, trace elements partition between
the crystallizing solid metal and the residual liquid metal,
and experimental studies have demonstrated that the con-
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centrations of the light elements S, C, and P, in the metallic
liquid can cause significant variations in the partitioning
behaviors of trace elements (e.g. Willis and Goldstein,
1982; Jones and Drake, 1983; Chabot et al., 2003, 2006).
Additionally, as crystallization of a metallic melt proceeds,
the light elements are excluded from the solid metal and en-
riched in the liquid metal, enhancing their effects on the
trace element partitioning behaviors and, in turn, on the
compositions of crystallizing iron meteorites. Some iron
meteorites groups (IIAB, IIIAB, IVA, and IVB) are be-
lieved to have evolved in the Fe–Ni–S–P system (e.g. Jones
and Drake, 1983; Ulff-Møller, 1998), and in this system,
there is a large liquid immiscibility field (Raghavan,
1988). If liquid immiscibility was encountered during the
crystallization of iron meteorites, understanding both the
effects of S and P on the trace element partitioning behavior
would be crucial to understanding how elements would dis-
tribute themselves between the two immiscible liquids that
formed, one of which would be S-rich and the other P-rich.
These light elements also form a variety of inclusions com-
mon in iron meteorites, such as sulfides, carbides, graphite,
and phosphides (e.g. Buchwald, 1975). During solidifica-
tion, P, in particular, plays a significant role in the forma-
tion of the metallographic structure in iron meteorites,
including the development of the Widmanstätten pattern
(Yang and Goldstein, 2005).

Many experimental studies have focused on determining
the effect of S on solid metal/liquid metal partitioning
behavior. References for these numerous studies can be
found in Jones and Malvin (1990) and Chabot et al.
(2003). Some highly siderophile (metal-loving) elements,
such as Ir, exhibit as much as a three order of magnitude
change in their solid metal/liquid metal partition coefficient
as the S-content increases from the S-free system to a com-
position of 31 wt% S at the Fe–FeS eutectic. In contrast,
other elements, such as Cr, behave as chalcophile (S-loving)
elements and their solid metal/liquid metal partition coeffi-
cients decrease with increasing S in the metallic liquid. Cha-
bot et al. (2006) recently completed a multi-element
systematic study of solid metal/liquid metal partitioning
in the Fe–Ni–C system. That study found that some ele-
ments, such as Re and W, behave as anthracophile (C-lov-
ing) elements, with decreasing solid metal/liquid metal
partition coefficients with increasing C content of the sys-
tem; this behavior is opposite to the effect of S on Re and
W partitioning, where the partition coefficients increase sig-
nificantly with increasing amounts of S in the metallic li-
quid. These few examples illustrate the fact that trace
elements are affected differently by different light elements.

Though P is acknowledged as an important light ele-
ment in iron meteorite systems, experimental determina-
tions of the effects of P on trace element face-centered
cubic (c-phase solid metal/liquid metal partitioning behav-
ior are limited. Narayan and Goldstein (1982) conducted
five experiments in the Fe–Ni–P system, examining the solid
metal/liquid metal partitioning behavior of Ge. Willis and
Goldstein (1982) conducted six similar experiments, two
each with the trace elements Au, Ga, and Ir. Malvin et al.
(1986) reported six experiments in the Fe–Ni–P system,
two each for the trace elements Au, Ge, and Ir. Jones and
Malvin (1990) listed three new solid metal/liquid metal P-
bearing experiments, one each for Au, Ge, and Ir. The re-
sults of these previous solid metal/liquid metal Fe–Ni–P
experimental studies are detailed in the Appendix and listed
in Table A1. Experimental data from Sellamuthu and
Goldstein (1983, 1984, 1985) were not directly compared
to data produced here, as their experiments were based
on disequilibrium crystallization in an attempt to simulate
fractional crystallization, while ours are static equilibrium
experiments. No other experimental data exist for trace ele-
ment partitioning between c-phase solid metal and liquid
metal in the Fe–Ni–P system. Previous studies were hin-
dered, however, by the necessity to physical separate solid
and liquid metal and then analyze each independently
(sometimes doped with wt% levels of a small number of ele-
ments). The LA-ICP-MS technique has allowed this study
to be possible, as we do not have to separate the metallic
phases for analysis, and can analyze multiple elements, at
levels comparable to those found in iron meteorites, simul-
taneously. The validity of this technique being used for
experiments in the Fe system was discussed in depth in Cha-
bot et al. (2003). These authors showed that experiments
doped with multiple trace elements at ppm levels yielded
partition coefficients that agreed with those determined in
systems doped with only a single element. Thus, there are
no significant cross-element effects on partitioning among
the trace elements.

In this work, we present the results of solid metal/liquid
metal partitioning experiments in the Fe–Ni–P system con-
ducted for a large suite of trace elements relevant to the
crystallization of iron meteorites. We also present experi-
ments that examine the partitioning behavior between dif-
ferent solid metal phases in the Fe–Ni–P system, the
results of which are appropriate for comparison to mea-
sured kamacite/taenite partition coefficients in iron meteor-
ites. This new experimental data set provides insight into
the effect of P on trace element partitioning in the Fe–Ni–
P system and is the first such data for 17 of the trace ele-
ments studied.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS

Fe–Ni–P experiments were conducted in one-atmo-
sphere Deltech vertical tube furnaces at the Smithsonian
Institution, NASA’s Johnson Space Center, and Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab. All experiments
were run using methods similar to those used in previous
studies involving solid metal/liquid metal studies (Jones
and Drake, 1983; Chabot et al., 2003). Starting powders
were mixtures of the major components of Fe, Ni, and P
and a mixture of 22 trace elements doped at �100 ppm
each. These trace elements were in the form of high purity,
commercially purchased powders, and included Ag, As,
Au, Bi, Co, Cr, Cu, Ga, Ge, Ir, Mo, Os, Pb, Pd, Pt, Re,
Rh, Ru, Sb, Sn, W, and Zn. Nickel was present at �8–
10 wt% and the P-content of the starting powder varied
with consideration of the Fe–P phase diagram (Doan and
Goldstein, 1970).

For each experiment, �0.2–0.3 g of the starting powder
was contained in an evacuated silica tube. The majority of
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the powders were placed in an alumina crucible within the
evacuated silica tube while four experiments simply in-
serted the starting powder directly into the silica tube
(runs #CC1, CC2, CC4, and CC5); all of the runs pro-
duced consistent partitioning behavior, suggesting that
the presence of an alumina crucible was not necessary
for these experiments, a conclusion also demonstrated by
Chabot et al. (2007). These silica tubes were hung within
the Deltech furnaces for lengths of time varying from
14 h to 7 days. The length of time varied inversely with
the temperature, with shorter durations corresponding to
runs at higher temperatures. Experimental temperatures
ranged from 1100 to 1500 �C, increasing in 50 �C incre-
ments. In addition, an 1125 �C run was conducted to bet-
ter constrain the partitioning behavior at the low end of
the temperature scale.

Upon removal from the furnace, still-sealed silica
tubes were immediately submerged in cold water. Exper-
imental charges were then released from the alumina cru-
cibles (if contained in one), sliced, made into a polished
section, and examined. The original goal of the experi-
ments was to create experimental run products that con-
tained coexisting equilibrium solid metal and liquid
metal, to determine the partitioning behavior of trace ele-
ments between these two phases as related to the crystal-
lization of iron meteorites. During the solidification of
iron meteorites, which occurs in a low-P, Fe–Ni system,
solid metal with a face-centered cubic structure (c) crys-
tallizes from the metallic liquid. As the iron meteorite
cools, the c-phase mineral taenite transforms to body-
centered cubic a-phase kamacite, creating the distinctive
Widmanstätten pattern present in many iron meteorites
(e.g. Yang and Goldstein, 2005). In the Fe–P system,
the solid metal that coexists with liquid metal has the a
structure; however, the addition of Ni stabilizes the for-
mation of the c-phase solid metal coexisting with liquid
metal in the Fe–Ni–P system (Doan and Goldstein,
1970). Because the goal of this work was to examine
the behavior of elements during the crystallization of iron
meteorites, Ni was added to the experiments to produce
run products that contained coexisting c-phase solid me-
tal and liquid metal. A value of 8 wt% Ni was selected to
match the average Ni concentration of a range of iron
meteorite groups, including that of the IIIAB and IVA
groups (Wasson, 1999; Wasson and Richardson, 2001).

At temperatures P1200 �C, experiments with 8 wt% Ni
produced the desired two phases of c-phase solid metal and
liquid metal. In contrast, experiments run with 8 wt% Ni at
1150 �C produced results that lay within the a-c-liquid
three-phase field, and an experiment at 1100 �C produced
a result within the a-liquid field. In order to produce a com-
prehensive set of experiments which all fell in the c-liquid
field, additional experiments between 1100 and 1200 �C
were conducted using 10 wt% Ni. A 1500 �C experiment
was composed of only liquid metal. Altogether, nine exper-
iments that consisted of two-phases of c-solid metal and li-
quid metal were completed, and the conditions of these
experiments are given in Table 1.

However, examining partitioning between coexisting
a-phase and c-phase solid metal is also of interest to
iron meteorites, which contain both kamacite and tae-
nite. We thus decided to take advantage of the a-c-li-
quid three-phase field in the Fe–Ni–P ternary system
to determine how trace elements partition between these
two solid metal phases. This three-phase field is small,
with bulk compositions varying from about 2 to
13 wt% P and 6 to 10 wt% Ni over the temperature
range from about 1000 to 1150 �C (Doan and Goldstein,
1970). Five experiments were conducted between 1100
and 1150 �C that produced coexisting a-phase, c-phase,
and liquid metal, and details for these runs are provided
in Table 2.

Each experiment was imaged and analyzed to deter-
mine major element compositions (Fe, Ni, and P) using
the JEOL JXA 8900R electron microprobe at the Smith-
sonian Institution or the JEOL 8900L at the Carnegie
Institution of Washington. The electron microprobe anal-
ysis was conducted using beam conditions of 15–20 kV,
20–30 nA, counting times of 30 s, and either a beam ras-
tered over a 20 lm by 20 lm area or a defocused 20 lm
diameter beam. For each phase, 5–99 individual measure-
ments were averaged to determine the bulk composition,
with the number of analyses depending on the beam size
and quench texture of the phase being measured. This
analytical approach has been demonstrated to determine
accurately the bulk composition of the quenched metallic
liquid when multiple measurements are averaged (Chabot
and Drake, 1997). Errors were calculated as twice the
standard error of the mean.

Back-scattered electron (BSE) images of two of the c-
solid metal/liquid metal runs are shown in Fig. 1. The
runs exhibit clear separation of the solid metal and liquid
metal phases. The solid metal is homogeneous in compo-
sition, while the liquid metal was a single-phase liquid at
run conditions but, upon removal from the furnace,
quenched to a dendritic texture. As discussed in more de-
tail later, results of the partitioning analyses are in good
agreement with the limited previous P-bearing solid me-
tal/liquid metal data, suggesting that equilibrium was
reached in the experiments. A BSE image of an experi-
ment with three-phases at run temperature, an a�c-liquid
experiment, is shown in Fig. 2, with the contrast en-
hanced to show the two different solid metal phases. So-
lid metal was identified as being either a or c at the
temperature of the experiment based on their easily dis-
tinguished Ni and P contents in this system; consistent
with the Fe–Ni–P phase diagram at about 1100 �C (Doan
and Goldstein, 1970), in our experiments, c-solid metal
phase has a composition of about 1.1 wt% P and
8.0 wt% Ni, while the a-solid metal phase has 2.1 wt%
P and 6.5 wt% Ni. Both of the solid metal phases were
homogenous, while the P-rich metallic liquid did not
quench to a single phase but rather produced a typical
dendritic texture.

Each experimental run product was analyzed for trace
element concentrations by laser ablation inductively cou-
pled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) at the University
of Maryland. In-situ analyses were carried out using a sin-
gle-collector ICP-MS (Element 2, Thermo Electron Corp.)
coupled to a laser ablation system with an output wave-



Table 1
Compositions of solid metal and liquid metal phases.

Run # P24 P20 P22 P25 P11 P4 P1J P5J P6J

Temperature (�C) 1100 1125 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450
Duration (h) 168 168 168 168 168 96 93 14 14

Bulk (wt%)

Fe 82.5 82.5 83.3 83.3 86.6 86.6 89.3 89.3 89.3
Ni 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
P 7.31 7.31 6.42 6.42 5.21 5.21 2.50 2.50 2.50
Traces 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21

Solid metal

Fe (wt%) 90.0 ± 0.1 90.2 ± 0.1 90.7 ± 0.1 90.0 ± 0.1 91.3 ± 0.4 91.3 ± 0.2 90.9 ± 0.1 91.4 ± 0.5 90.9 ± 0.2
Ni (wt%) 8.4 ± 0.03 8.4 ± 0.02 7.7 ± 0.02 8.9 ± 0.01 7.6 ± 0.04 7.4 ± 0.04 7.8 ± 0.04 7.5 ± 0.03 7.3 ± 0.04
P (wt%) 1.1 ± 0.01 1.1 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.004 0.9 ± 0.004 0.8 ± 0.02 0.6 ± 0.02 0.5 ± 0.01 0.4 ± 0.01 0.3 ± ± 0.01
Ag (ppm) 15 ± 1 10 ± 0.1 11 ± 0.3 19 ± 1 18 ± 0.4 13 ± 2 30 ± 1
As (ppm) 79 ± 3 66 ± 1 39 ± 1 38 ± 1 75 ± 2 46 ± 1 72 ± 1 57 ± 1 70 ± 1
Au (ppm) 74 ± 2 78 ± 1 94 ± 3 83 ± 2 117 ± 5 82 ± 1 92 ± 1 75 ± 1 89 ± 1
Bi (ppm) 0.3 ± 0.02 0.3 ± 0.02 0.3 ± 0.02 1 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.1
Co (ppm) 89 ± 1 88 ± 1 129 ± 2 119 ± 2 191 ± 4 163 ± 0.8 162 ± 2 181 ± 3 220 ± 2
Cr (ppm) 9 ± 0.3 23 ± 1 28 ± 1 28 ± 1 61 ± 3 76 ± 2
Cu (ppm) 352 ± 5 359 ± 7 347 ± 2 504 ± 6 385 ± 4 381 ± 8 460 ± 15 450 ± 6
Ga (ppm) 11 ± 0.1 10 ± 0.2 10 ± 0.3 12 ± 0.2 18 ± 1 17 ± 0.2 19 ± 1 16 ± 1 19 ± 1
Ge (ppm) 162 ± 4 155 ± 3 93 ± 1 97 ± 1 196 ± 4 143 ± 3 134 ± 2 129 ± 4 148 ± 4
Ir (ppm) 170 ± 3 149 ± 4 113 ± 3 374 ± 13 423 ± 8 347 ± 11 450 ± 11
Mo (ppm) 41 ± 1 36 ± 1 40 ± 1 44 ± 1 88 ± 2 67 ± 1 108 ± 1 103 ± 2 120 ± 3
Os (ppm) 208 ± 5 187 ± 4 175 ± 6 492 ± 10 577 ± 17 370 ± 12 503 ± 17
Pb (ppm) 1 ± 0.02 1 ± 0.04 1 ± .03 1 ± 0.1 3 ± 0.1 2 ± 0.1
Pd (ppm) 52 ± 1 56 ± 2 41 ± 1 42 ± 1 105 ± 3 91 ± 6 58 ± 1 61 ± 2 67 ± 1
Pt (ppm) 227 ± 4 258 ± 8 211 ± 12 247 ± 8 261 ± 10 210 ± 4 141 ± 2 161 ± 4 195 ± 6
Re (ppm) 163 ± 4 149 ± 4 94 ± 6 131 ± 3 222 ± 6 228 ± 3 196 ± 5 251 ± 2
Rh (ppm) 90 ± 2 114 ± 3 108 ± 2 91 ± 2 202 ± 5 119 ± 1 108 ± 1 154 ± 5 116 ± 2
Ru (ppm) 87 ± 2 81 ± 2 73 ± 2 88 ± 2 216 ± 5 106 ± 3 230 ± 2 204 ± 4 224 ± 8
Sb (ppm) 35 ± 1 35 ± 1 27 ± 1 24 ± 1 42 ± 1 27 ± 2 41 ± 1 29 ± 1 38 ± 1
Sn (ppm) 33 ± 1 34 ± 1 23 ± 1 26 ± 1 44 ± 1 29 ± 2 36 ± 1 33 ± 2 42 ± 1
W (ppm) 77 ± 2 81 ± 3 117 ± 3 100 ± 3 136 ± 4 104 ± 1 91 ± 1 122 ± 4 104 ± 2

Liquid metal

Fe (wt%) 81.5 ± 1.1 80.7 ± 1.0 82.9 ± 1.0 82.1 ± 0.9 83.7 ± 1.7 85.4 ± 1.9 86.0 ± 0.8 87.4 ± 1.6 87.5 ± 0.9
Ni (wt%) 9.6 ± 0.3 9.7 ± 0.3 8.9 ± 0.4 9.8 ± 0.2 8.5 ± 0.3 8.4 ± 0.4 8.7 ± 0.2 8.4 ± 0.3 8.3 ± 0.2
P (wt%) 8.8 ± 1.1 9.3 ± 1.0 7.9 ± 0.9 7.8 ± 0.9 7.9 ± 1.8 6.0 ± 1.6 4.9 ± 0.8 3.7 ± 1.3 3.1 ± 0.8
Ag (ppm) 130 ± 12 89 ± 7 94 ± 11 170 ± 8 82 ± 6 64 ± 13 1 ± 0.1 166 ± 19
As (ppm) 121 ± 4 97 ± 2 72 ± 3 82 ± 3 132 ± 4 97 ± 3 182 ± 13 155 ± 5 192 ± 5
Au (ppm) 79 ± 2 81 ± 3 111 ± 6 107 ± 2 135 ± 2 105 ± 2 143 ± 4 136 ± 4 156 ± 3
Bi (ppm) 54 ± 7 46 ± 5 41 ± 7 108 ± 8 78 ± 8 115 ± 19
Co (ppm) 84 ± 1 83 ± 1 125 ± 3 113 ± 1 150 ± 5 125 ± 3 123 ± 3 155 ± 4 172 ± 1
Cr (ppm) 3 ± 0.03 14 ± 1 22 ± 1 28 ± 4 32 ± 3.0 53 ± 3 59 ± 4
Cu (ppm) 341 ± 9 354 ± 6 383 ± 7 421 ± 3 331 ± 3 343 ± 6 466 ± 7 451 ± 12
Ga (ppm) 4 ± 1 4 ± 0.4 4 ± 0.4 6 ± 0.3 9 ± 0.2 10 ± 0.2 14 ± 1 13 ± 1 18 ± 1
Ge (ppm) 67 ± 7 65 ± 4 44 ± 3 52 ± 2 105 ± 2 88 ± 2 93 ± 7 117 ± 3 126 ± 2
Ir (ppm) 20 ± 4 19 ± 2 17 ± 1 59 ± 1 87 ± 5 107 ± 4 112 ± 13
Mo (ppm) 135 ± 5 118 ± 3 120 ± 5 119 ± 3 175 ± 4 115 ± 5 167 ± 7 159 ± 7 176 ± 5
Os (ppm) 24 ± 5 23 ± 2 23 ± 2 65 ± 1 100 ± 9 94 ± 5 102 ± 14
Pb (ppm) 50 ± 8 53 ± 4 71 ± 13 115 ± 15 96 ± 9 72 ± 9
Pd (ppm) 80 ± 1 83 ± 2 69 ± 4 71 ± 3 119 ± 4 95 ± 4 82 ± 2 90 ± 3 97 ± 1
Pt (ppm) 51 ± 8 58 ± 4 53 ± 8 68 ± 4 71 ± 1 73 ± 2 47 ± 9 91 ± 4 94 ± 6
Re (ppm) 34 ± 5 32 ± 2 21 ± 3 30 ± 2 47 ± 0.4 55 ± 3 69 ± 3 70 ± 7
Rh (ppm) 84 ± 1 104 ± 2 100 ± 3 81 ± 1 156 ± 2 89 ± 1 75 ± 4 128 ± 4 86 ± 2
Ru (ppm) 65 ± 2 60 ± 2 54 ± 2 62 ± 1 125 ± 3 68 ± 2 119 ± 13 122 ± 1 117 ± 8
Sb (ppm) 123 ± 6 115 ± 4 102 ± 8 106 ± 7 131 ± 9 93 ± 4 204 ± 34 141 ± 7 200 ± 14
Sn (ppm) 145 ± 7 136 ± 6 108 ± 9 135 ± 12 164 ± 8 110 ± 4 194 ± 24 166 ± 10 233 ± 17
W (ppm) 81 ± 3 81 ± 2 117 ± 4 95 ± 1 103 ± 1 74 ± 1 61 ± 7 97 ± 4 73 ± 4

Measurements of Fe, Ni, and P were made using the electron microprobe. All other elements were analyzed by LA-ICP-MS. Errors are ±2r.
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Table 2
Composition of three-phase experiments with a-solid metal, c-solid metal, and liquid metal.

Run # CC1 CC2 CC4 CC5 P1150

Temperature (�C) 1104 1102 1114 1118 1150
Duration (days) 9 7 8 6 7

Bulk (wt%)

Fe 88.5 86.0 88.5 86.0
Ni 7.5 8.0 7.5 8.0
P 4.0 6.0 4.0 6.0
Traces 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

a-Solid

Fe (wt%) 91.7 ± 0.9 91.2 ± 0.7 91.0 ± 1.0 90.3 ± 0.8 91.0 ± 0.3
Ni (wt%) 6.6 ± 0.1 6.6 ± 0.1 6.6 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1
P (wt%) 2.1 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1
Ag (ppm) 19 ± 6 12 ± 1 16 ± 2
As (ppm) 180 ± 20 141 ± 12 160 ± 20 132 ± 5 41 ± 5
Au (ppm) 250 ± 30 240 ± 20 330 ± 30 360 ± 30 66 ± 5
Bi (ppm) 1.3 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 0.75 ± 0.12
Co (ppm) 411 ± 16 392 ± 6 360 ± 20 390 ± 20 124 ± 6
Cr (ppm) 30 ± 7 32 ± 4 3.5 ± 0.8 6.6 ± 0.9
Cu (ppm) 260 ± 20 290 ± 30 330 ± 30 319 ± 12 250 ± 20
Ga (ppm) 143 ± 7 214 ± 10 156 ± 8 194 ± 11 10.6 ± 0.7
Ge (ppm) 250 ± 20 301 ± 20 250 ± 20 305 ± 12 95 ± 8
Ir (ppm) 270 ± 20 330 ± 20 250 ± 30 350 ± 20 72 ± 3
Mo (ppm) 230 ± 50 147 ± 7 340 ± 50 241 ± 9 73 ± 8
Os (ppm) 210 ± 20 250 ± 20 210 ± 30 296 ± 9 114 ± 14
Pb (ppm) 0.24 ± 0.04 0.36 ± 0.09 3.8 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.2
Pd (ppm) 200 ± 40 140 ± 20 170 ± 20 154 ± 8 31 ± 5
Pt (ppm) 210 ± 20 220 ± 10 270 ± 30 324 ± 14 170 ± 7
Re (ppm) 220 ± 50 320 ± 50 230 ± 30 350 ± 40 110 ± 5
Rh (ppm) 130 ± 30 101 ± 4 105 ± 7
Ru (ppm) 240 ± 50 203 ± 10 360 ± 70 370 ± 20 66 ± 5
Sb (ppm) 160 ± 20 87 ± 5 290 ± 100 186 ± 9 31 ± 4
Sn (ppm) 180 ± 30 145 ± 8 260 ± 80 186 ± 7 30 ± 4
W (ppm) 190 ± 20 200 ± 20 170 ± 30 194 ± 5 154 ± 6
Zn (ppm) 56 ± 7 64 ± 8

c-Solid

Fe (wt%) 91.4 ± 0.7 90.4 ± 0.7 89.9 ± 1.0 90.4 ± 0.7 90.7 ± 0.5
Ni (wt%) 8.2 ± 0.3 8.2 ± 0.2 8.1 ± 0.2 7.8 ± 0.2 7.6 ± 0.1
P (wt%) 1.1 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1
Ag (ppm) 19 ± 2 11 ± 1 16 ± 1
As (ppm) 170 ± 30 137 ± 5 156 ± 9 129 ± 5 44 ± 7
Au (ppm) 300 ± 40 270 ± 30 380 ± 20 380 ± 30 100 ± 20
Bi (ppm) 0.82 ± 0.06 0.74 ± 0.08 0.46 ± 0.06
Co (ppm) 417 ± 13 390 ± 20 350 ± 30 370 ± 20 135 ± 5
Cr (ppm) 25 ± 2 32 ± 11 3.2 ± 0.2 6.0 ± 0.9
Cu (ppm) 320 ± 20 320 ± 9 360 ± 20 380 ± 30 300 ± 20
Ga (ppm) 170 ± 20 220 ± 20 169 ± 9 198 ± 10 12 ± 1
Ge (ppm) 300 ± 30 340 ± 50 290 ± 10 320 ± 20 120 ± 20
Ir (ppm) 460 ± 40 550 ± 50 400 ± 50 540 ± 30 131 ± 9
Mo (ppm) 150 ± 20 109 ± 6 250 ± 30 173 ± 9 50 ± 2
Os (ppm) 320 ± 30 380 ± 70 300 ± 40 420 ± 20 158 ± 14
Pb (ppm) 0.28 ± 0.14 0.31 ± 0.05 2.2 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.1 0.98 ± 0.16
Pd (ppm) 250 ± 40 180 ± 20 224 ± 8 177 ± 8 37 ± 3
Pt (ppm) 340 ± 30 360 ± 30 410 ± 40 500 ± 30 300 ± 20
Re (ppm) 260 ± 30 320 ± 110 260 ± 30 320 ± 30 118 ± 4
Rh (ppm) 163 ± 8 118 ± 6 140 ± 20
Ru (ppm) 280 ± 50 250 ± 20 440 ± 20 410 ± 20 82 ± 4
Sb (ppm) 144 ± 14 82 ± 2 270 ± 40 160 ± 20 29 ± 1
Sn (ppm) 127 ± 14 107 ± 5 200 ± 30 129 ± 8 24 ± 4
W (ppm) 143 ± 7 148 ± 11 130 ± 20 140 ± 5 127 ± 8
Zn (ppm) 59 ± 9 61 ± 9
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Table 2 (continued)

Run # CC1 CC2 CC4 CC5 P1150

Fe (wt%) 81.4 ± 0.7 81.8 ± 0.7 80.7 ± 1.2 81.5 ± 0.9 83.5 ± 1.1
Ni (wt%) 9.5 ± 0.3 9.3 ± 0.2 9.5 ± 0.3 8.9 ± 0.3 8.2 ± 0.5
P (wt%) 8.8 ± 0.4 8.5 ± 0.6 8.9 ± 0.8 8.5 ± 0.6 8.4 ± 1.0
Ag (ppm) 140 ± 20 87 ± 8 170 ± 50
As (ppm) 267 ± 2 238 ± 9 280 ± 7 215 ± 5 77 ± 9
Au (ppm) 325 ± 7 347 ± 8 450 ± 50 460 ± 20 103 ± 14
Bi (ppm) 90 ± 12 50 ± 30 80 ± 20
Co (ppm) 389 ± 9 394 ± 8 345 ± 10 351 ± 2 117 ± 7
Cr (ppm) 45 ± 3 52 ± 6 4.6 ± 0.7 8.3 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.2
Cu (ppm) 310 ± 50 340 ± 30 374 ± 7 361 ± 11 267 ± 3
Ga (ppm) 58 ± 5 86 ± 9 78 ± 8 74 ± 10 4.6 ± 0.2
Ge (ppm) 113 ± 4 147 ± 9 145 ± 11 140 ± 20 50 ± 4
Ir (ppm) 55 ± 5 75 ± 9 60 ± 6 70 ± 20 16 ± 2
Mo (ppm) 490 ± 20 410 ± 20 790 ± 70 530 ± 20 139 ± 9
Os (ppm) 36 ± 6 48 ± 4 42 ± 5 48 ± 14 18 ± 1
Pb (ppm) 2.1 ± 0.4 3.8 ± 0.9 110 ± 20 80 ± 20
Pd (ppm) 390 ± 14 350 ± 20 360 ± 20 286 ± 13 55 ± 7
Pt (ppm) 76 ± 5 88 ± 10 106 ± 5 110 ± 20 64 ± 5
Re (ppm) 46 ± 4 78 ± 11 61 ± 2 63 ± 11 23 ± 1
Rh (ppm) 149 ± 2 108 ± 2 122 ± 11
Ru (ppm) 186 ± 5 217 ± 5 315 ± 4 287 ± 8 53 ± 4
Sb (ppm) 487 ± 2 370 ± 20 1000 ± 300 590 ± 20 120 ± 30
Sn (ppm) 530 ± 4 610 ± 60 900 ± 200 570 ± 40 110 ± 40
W (ppm) 144 ± 6 164 ± 6 130 ± 3 133 ± 5 111 ± 4
Zn (ppm) 62 ± 1 55 ± 6

Major elements of Fe, Ni, and P were determined by electron microprobe; all other elements were determined by LA-ICP-MS. Errors were
calculated as twice the standard error of the mean.

Fig. 1. Back-scattered electron (BSE) images of (A) run #P11,
conducted at 1250 �C and (B) run #P4, conducted at 1300 �C,
showing the separation of solid metal and liquid metal in the
experiments. Solid metal is of a homogeneous composition. A
dendritic texture, which formed during quenching of the experi-
ments, can be seen in the liquid metal in both images. The long axis
of both experiments is �5 mm.

Fig. 2. A back-scattered electron image of run #CC5, with the
contrast enhanced to show the three different phases present during
the experiment, is shown. All runs contained a P-bearing metallic
liquid, which quenched to a dendritic texture, and two solid metal
phases, one with an a (bcc) crystal structure and the other with a c
(fcc) crystal structure at the experimental run temperature. For
both crystal structures, the solid metal was homogenous; the
different scales of gray within the c-solid metal in this image are due
to the crystal orientations of the solid metal and show no
compositional differences.

The distribution of trace elements in the Fe–Ni–P system 2679
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length at 213 nm (UP213, New Wave Research). The laser
was operated with a uniform energy density of �2.6 J/cm2.
Ablation sampling was done in line scan mode using a
30 lm diameter spot and 7 Hz flash rate for the solid me-
tal and 80 lm diameter spot size and 5 Hz flash rate for
the liquid metal. The sample was moved at a rate of
10 lm/s during ablation. For each experiment, analysis
locations were chosen using backscattered electron and
reflected light images. The lengths of the line scans varied
depending on the specific features of each run product
but were generally 300–1000 lm in length. In general,
four or five line scans were conducted in each solid and
liquid phase, though where solid metal regions were too
small for a line scan, a spot scan was conducted. This
analysis approach has proven to be effective for measur-
ing the bulk composition of the quenched metallic liquid
in similar previous solid metal/liquid metal experimental
samples (Chabot et al., 2003, 2007). Data were collected
for the following masses: 53Cr, 57Fe, 59Co, 62Ni, 63Cu,
65Cu, 66Zn, 69Ga, 71Ga, 72Ge, 73Ge, 75As, 95Mo, 97Mo,
99Ru, 101Ru, 103Rh, 105Pd, 107Ag, 108Pd, 109Ag, 117Sn,
118Sn, 121Sb, 123Sb, 182W, 183W, 185Re, 188Os, 189Os,
191Ir, 193Ir, 194Pt, 195Pt, 197Au, 206Pb, 208Pb, and 209Bi.
Analyses of solid and liquid metal pairs were accompa-
nied by the average of 3–4 analyses performed on two
standard reference materials. These standard materials
were SRM NIST 610 for Bi, Pb, and Zn (Pearce
et al., 1997) and either NIST 610 or one of the iron
meteorites Hoba or Filomena (Walker et al., 2008) for
the rest of the elements. These were analyzed before
and after the sample analysis, which provided the cali-
bration for determining element concentrations and for
constraining instrument drift. Data were processed using
the LAMTRACE (Achterberg et al., 2001) software pro-
gram, which determines element concentrations based on
ratios of count rates for samples and standards, known
concentrations in the standards, and the known concen-
tration of an internal standard in the unknowns. Analy-
sis by electron microprobe of the major element
composition was used to provide Ni as an internal stan-
dard for these experiments.

Table 1 provides the compositional measurements for
the c-solid metal/liquid metal runs and Table 2 lists the
compositions of the three-phase a�c-liquid experiments.
Errors reported are twice the standard error of the mean.
If the measurement for an element was below the detection
limit or if the error in a measurement was greater than 25%,
then data for that element was not reported in the tables for
that phase.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Solid metal/liquid metal partitioning behavior

The solid metal/liquid metal weight ratio partition coef-
ficient for an element E is calculated as:

DðEÞ ¼ ðCEÞsolid metal=ðCEÞliquid metal ð1Þ

where CE is the concentration (in wt%) for the element E in
either the solid metal or liquid metal. Partition coefficients
determined from the experiments produced in this study
are listed in Table 3.

Fig. 3 shows the partitioning results for the major ele-
ments of Ni and P plotted as a function of the P-content
of the metallic liquid. The partitioning values determined
by previous experimental studies (Narayan and Goldstein,
1982; Willis and Goldstein, 1982; Malvin et al., 1986; Jones
and Malvin, 1990; all compiled in the Appendix) for D(Ni)
and D(P) in the Fe–Ni–P system are also plotted on Fig. 3.
There is good agreement between our new experimental re-
sults and the results from these four previous studies. Both
D(Ni) and D(P) show remarkably constant partitioning val-
ues that are independent of the P-content of the metallic li-
quid, from the P-free system to a value near the Fe–Fe3P
eutectic composition.

The partitioning results for 21 trace elements (not
including Zn) in the experiments are plotted against the
concentration of P in the metallic liquid in Fig. 4. Our
new experimental results are in good agreement with
the limited previous experimental determinations of
D(Au), D(Ga), D(Ge), and D(Ir) (Narayan and Gold-
stein, 1982; Willis and Goldstein, 1982; Malvin et al.,
1986; Jones and Malvin, 1990; all compiled in the Appen-
dix). D(Ge) and D(Ir) appear slightly higher in our study
than the few previous determinations, but the results fall
within the combined errors of our work and the previous
studies. For the other 17 elements shown in Fig. 4, these
data are the first determinations of the c-solid metal/li-
quid metal partitioning behavior in the Fe–Ni–P system.
Some solid metal/liquid metal partitioning values re-
ported by Jones and Malvin (1990) and Chabot and
Drake (2000) involve a-solid metal and liquid metal
and are thus not appropriate for comparison to the
experimental results of this study. Chabot et al. (2003) re-
port partitioning values for a number of trace elements,
but the experiments contain S along with P and thus fall
in the more complex Fe–Ni–S–P system.

Many of the trace elements exhibit a slight increase in
their solid metal/liquid metal partition coefficients with
increasing P-content of the metallic liquid. These elements
include As, Au, Ga, Ge, Ir, Os, Pt, Re, and Sb. However,
in all cases, the amount of increase in the partition coeffi-
cients is fairly minor, with D(Ir) showing the largest in-
crease, amounting to about a factor of six increase from
the P-free system to a metallic liquid with nearly 10 wt%
P. The less than a factor of two increases in D(Re) and
D(Sb) exhibited on Fig. 4 are arguably indistinguishable
from constant partitioning behavior.

Some trace elements (Co, Cu, Pd, and Sn) show con-
stant partition coefficients over the entire range of P-
contents investigated. Additionally, Ag, Bi, Cr, and Pb
have enough scatter and larger error bars in their exper-
imentally determined D values that it is not possible to
confidently determine any trend in their partitioning
behavior as a function of P-content of the liquid, though
it is notable that Ag, Bi, and Pb seem to have system-
atically lower partition coefficients at higher P
concentrations.

Four elements (Mo, Ru, Rh, and W) in our study sug-
gest P-loving tendencies. Like the term chalcophile to



Table 3
Partitioning results for solid metal/liquid metal experiments.

Run # P24 P20 P22 P25 P11 P4 P1J P5J P6J

Temperature (�C) 1100 1125 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1450
P (wt%) 8.8 ± 1.1 9.3 ± 1.0 7.9 ± 0.9 7.8 ± 0.9 7.9 ± 1.8 6.0 ± 1.6 4.9 ± 0.8 3.7 ± 1.3 3.1 ± 0.8
D(Ni) 0.88 ± 0.11 0.88 ± 0.12 0.87 ± 0.16 0.87 ± 0.10 0.90 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.04 0.90 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.02
D(P) 0.12 ± 0.07 0.12 ± 0.05 0.13 ± 0.06 0.12 ± 0.06 0.11 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.02 0.10 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.03
D(Ag) 0.11 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.04 0.21 ± 0.11 0.18 ± 0.05
D(As) 0.65 ± 0.07 0.68 ± 0.04 0.54 ± 0.05 0.47 ± 0.04 0.57 ± 0.04 0.48 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.07 0.37 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.02
D(Au) 0.93 ± 0.09 0.96 ± 0.12 0.85 ± 0.12 0.77 ± 0.05 0.87 ± 0.09 0.79 ± 0.04 0.65 ± 0.04 0.55 ± 0.04 0.57 ± 0.03
D(Bi) 0.006 ± 0.002 0.006 ± 0.002 0.006 ± 0.003 0.007 ± 0.002 0.013 ± 0.005 0.013 ± 0.005
D(Co) 1.05 ± 0.04 1.06 ± 0.05 1.03 ± 0.06 1.05 ± 0.05 1.3 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.1 1.32 ± 0.09 1.17 ± 0.08 1.28 ± 0.04
D(Cr) 0.68 ± 0.09 1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.3 0.87 ± 0.19 1.2 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.2
D(Cu) 1.03 ± 0.07 1.01 ± 0.06 0.90 ± 0.04 1.20 ± 0.04 1.16 ± 0.04 1.11 ± 0.07 0.99 ± 0.08 1.00 ± 0.06
D(Ga) 2.6 ± 0.6 2.6 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 0.6 2.0 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.2 1.24 ± 0.20 1.1 ± 0.1
D(Ge) 2.4 ± 0.6 2.4 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.2 1.10 ± 0.09 1.18 ± 0.07
D(Ir) 9 ± 4 8 ± 2 7 ± 1 6 ± 1 5 ± 1 3.3 ± 0.3 4 ± 1
D(Mo) 0.30 ± 0.03 0.31 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.03 0.37 ± 0.03 0.50 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.05 0.64 ± 0.07 0.65 ± 0.07 0.69 ± 0.04
D(Os) 9 ± 4 8 ± 2 8 ± 2 7 ± 1 6 ± 1 4 ± 1 5 ± 2
D(Pb) 0.012 ± 0.004 0.012 ± 0.003 0.012 ± 0.005 0.012 ± 0.004 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01
D(Pd) 0.65 ± 0.05 0.67 ± 0.06 0.59 ± 0.09 0.59 ± 0.07 0.89 ± 0.09 0.65 ± 0.13 0.71 ± 0.04 0.68 ± 0.07 0.69 ± 0.02
D(Pt) 5 ± 2 5 ± 1 4 ± 1 4 ± 1 4 ± 0.4 2.9 ± 0.2 3 ± 1 1.8 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.3
D(Re) 5 ± 2 5 ± 1 4 ± 2 4 ± 1 4.7 ± 0.3 4 ± 1 2.8 ± 0.3 3.6 ± 0.8
D(Rh) 1.07 ± 0.06 1.09 ± 0.07 1.08 ± 0.09 1.11 ± 0.07 1.29 ± 0.07 1.33 ± 0.04 1.4 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1
D(Ru) 1.3 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.3
D(Sb) 0.28 ± 0.04 0.31 ± 0.03 0.26 ± 0.05 0.23 ± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.05 0.28 ± 0.06 0.20 ± 0.08 0.21 ± 0.03 0.20 ± 0.03
D(Sn) 0.23 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.03 0.21 ± 0.05 0.19 ± 0.04 0.27 ± 0.03 0.26 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.05 0.19 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.03
D(W) 0.96 ± 0.09 1.00 ± 0.09 0.99 ± 0.09 1.05 ± 0.09 1.32 ± 0.09 1.41 ± 0.04 1.5 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.2

Errors are ±2r. D(Ni) and D(P) were calculated using electron microprobe data. All other partition coefficients were calculated using LA-ICP-MS data.
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Fig. 3. The solid metal/liquid metal partition coefficients (D) for
values for (A) Ni and (B) P are plotted as a function of the P
concentration of the metallic liquid (in wt%). The partition
coefficients for P remain constant despite an increase in P
concentration. These results are in agreement with the limited
previous experiments (Narayan and Goldstein, 1982; Willis and
Goldstein, 1982; Malvin et al., 1986; Jones and Malvin, 1990).
Error bars are ±2r.
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describe S-loving behavior and the term anthracophile to
describe C-loving behavior (Chabot et al., 2006), we
adopt the term phosphorophile to describe P-loving
behavior. As shown in Fig. 4, Mo is the best example
of phosphorophile behavior, showing a decrease of
slightly more than a factor of two in its partition coeffi-
cient with increasing P-content of the metallic liquid. The
three elements of Rh, Ru, and W may suggest a slight
decrease in their partition coefficients with increasing P-
content of the metallic liquid, but the decrease is less
than a factor of two and their D values are also generally
consistent with essentially constant partitioning behavior.
Though these four elements may exhibit phosphorophile
tendencies, the overall effect of P on their solid metal/li-
quid metal partitioning behavior is minor.
3.2. Solid metal/liquid metal parameterization method

Models offer some explanation for the observed solid
metal/liquid metal partitioning behavior of elements.
Jones and Malvin (1990) suggested that metallic liquid
could be envisioned as being composed of two types of
‘‘domains:” non-metal-free domains and non-metal-bear-
ing domains. In their model, in which a metallic liquid
in the Fe–S system is composed of Fe domains and FeS
domains, Jones and Malvin (1990) had success at match-
ing the functional form of the trends of partition coeffi-
cients for siderophile elements in the Fe–S system, where
some partitioning values increase significantly with
increasing S-content of the metallic liquid. Chabot and
Jones (2003) revised the method by which the domains
in the metallic liquid were calculated but kept the same
fundamental concept for the model as Jones and Malvin
(1990), that the metallic liquid was composed of domains
and the availability of those domains controlled the parti-
tioning behavior. In both models, in the Fe–S system, sid-
erophile elements have strongly increasing solid metal/
liquid metal partition coefficients with increasing S-content
of the metallic liquid because siderophile elements strongly
prefer the Fe domains to the FeS domains and as the S-
content of the metallic liquid increases, the fraction of
Fe domains decreases.

Chabot and Jones (2003) expressed this dependency of
the partition coefficients of siderophile elements on the Fe
domains as:

1

D
¼ ðFe domainsÞb

D0

ð2Þ

where D is the solid metal/liquid metal partition coeffi-
cient, Do is the partition coefficient in the non-metal-free
system, and b is a constant specific to the element being
modeled. b and Do are both determined through fits to
the data. The quantity of Fe domains is the fraction of
non-metal-free domains in the metallic liquid and the cal-
culation of this quantity depends on the speciation of the
non-metal in the metallic liquid. For the Fe–Ni–S–P sys-
tem, assuming speciations of FeS and Fe3P, Fe domains

is calculated as:

Fe domains ¼ ð1� 2X S � 4X PÞ
ð1� X S � 3X PÞ

ð3Þ

By combining Eqs. (2) and (3), it can be seen that the
model of Chabot and Jones (2003) predicts that each ele-
ment can be fit in the Fe–Ni–S–P system with a single value
of Do and a single value of b. Having a single value per ele-
ment for Do would be expected, as Do represents the parti-
tion coefficient in the S-free, P-free system. In contrast, for
b, Jones and Malvin (1990) used different values for a given
element when modeling the element in the Fe–Ni–S and Fe–
Ni–P systems. However, with their revised method of calcu-
lating the Fe domains, Chabot and Jones (2003) had success
at modeling experimental data for both D(Ge) and D(Ir)
from the Fe–Ni–S, Fe–Ni–P, and Fe–Ni–S–P systems using
a single b value for each element.



Fig. 4. The solid metal/liquid metal partition coefficients (D) for values for (A) Ag, (B) As, (C) Au, (D) Bi, (E) Co, (F) Cr, (G) Cu, (H) Ga, (I)
Ge, (J) Ir, (K) Mo, (L) Os, (M) Pb, (N) Pd, (O) Pt, (P) Re, (Q) Rh, (R) Ru, (S) Sb, (T) Sn, and (U) W are plotted as a function of the P
concentration of the metallic liquid (in wt%). These results are in agreement with the limited previous experiments (Narayan and Goldstein,
1982; Willis and Goldstein, 1982; Malvin et al., 1986; Jones and Malvin, 1990). Error bars are ±2r.
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As mentioned and detailed in the Appendix, previous
experimental data for solid metal/liquid metal partitioning
in the Fe–Ni–P system are limited. Data presented in this
study greatly increase the available partitioning data in
the Fe–Ni–P system. Thus, these new data can be used to
more thoroughly test the parameterization model of Cha-
bot and Jones (2003). The parameterization model of Cha-
bot and Jones (2003) predict that these new experimental



Fig. 4 (continued)
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data will fall on their fitted equation for each element, even
though that fit was determined essentially from data in the
Fe–Ni–S system and our new data are from the Fe–Ni–P
system.

3.3. Parameterization of new solid metal/liquid metal results

Fig. 5 shows the partition coefficients for 12 elements
parameterized by Chabot and Jones (2003) plotted against
the Fe domains, as calculated using Eq. (3). D(Ge), D(Ir),
and D(Os) are all generally well fit by the parameterized
expression given in Chabot and Jones (2003). This suggests
that for these three elements, this parameterization can be
used for the Fe–Ni–S, Fe–Ni–P, or mixed Fe–Ni–S–P sys-
tem. Table 4 lists the values of b and Do for these
parameterizations.

The parameterizations of Chabot and Jones (2003) are
only appropriate to apply to elements that show increas-



Fig. 5. Our results for partitioning in the Fe–Ni–P system are compared to the predicted parameterizations of Chabot and Jones (2003) for
the elements (A) As, (B) Au, (C) Co, (D) Ga, (E) Ge, (F) Ir, (G) Ni, (H) Os, (I) Pd, (J) Pt, (K) Re, and (L) W.
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ing partition coefficients with increasing non-metal con-
tent of the metallic liquid, as such elements are behaving
as siderophile elements in the system and are attracted
only to the non-metal-free domains. If an element exhib-
its a constant partitioning value that is independent of
the metallic liquid composition, then it would suggest
that the element is equally accepting of both types of do-
mains in the metallic liquid, and this preference is not ex-
pressed appropriately in Eq. (2). Similarly, if an element
has a decreasing partitioning value with increasing non-
metal content, then that element is attracted to the
non-metal-bearing domains and should be expressed as
such and not as a function of the Fe domains in Eq.
(2). Thus, it is expected that the partitioning behaviors
of Co, Ni, Pd, and W in the Fe–Ni–P system would
not fall on the parameterized expression for their behav-
iors in the Fe–Ni–S system. Indeed, this is what is seen in
Fig. 5. In the Fe–Ni–S system, Co, Ni, Pd, and W be-
have as siderophile elements and have increasing partition
coefficients with increasing S-content of the metallic li-



Table 4
Values for fitted parameterizations.

For use in: Do (wt%) b

Fe–Ni–P system only

As 0.31 2.2
Au 0.51 1.9
Ga 0.95 3.1
Pt 1.6 3.4
Re 2.9 1.6

Fe–Ni–P–S system

Ge 0.66a 3.0a

Ir 1.5a 4.9a

Os 2.0a 5.1a

a Values from the parameterizations of Chabot and Jones (2003).
All others from this work.
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quid, while in the Fe–Ni–P system, these elements have
constant partitioning values or even a slightly decreasing
value in the case of D(W).

However, for the elements of As, Au, Ga, Pt, and Re,
the parameterized expressions of Chabot and Jones (2003)
would be predicted to match the partitioning values in the
Fe–Ni–P system. As shown in Fig. 5, the expressions of
Chabot and Jones (2003) fail to match the new P-bearing
experimental data. The behavior of D(Re) in the Fe–Ni–P
system is nearly constant and thus may potentially be ex-
cused from failing to be fit. However, As, Au, Ga, and Pt
clearly show increases in their partition coefficients with
decreasing Fe domains in the metallic liquid but fall on dif-
ferent trends than the S-bearing data. The model of Chabot
and Jones (2003) thus fails to account for the behavior of
these elements with a single b and Do value.

It is possible that the speciation of P may be some-
thing other than Fe3P (i.e., Fe2P and Fe5P2). However,
since all elements need to be fit with the same Fe do-
mains calculation (since the domains describe the metallic
liquid and all of the trace elements are together in that
liquid), changing the speciation only serves to change
which elements are fit. If all elements were offset to high-
er values, the Fe domains could be the issue, but chang-
ing the Fe domains calculation would result in D(Ge),
D(Ir), and D(Os) no longer being fit well by the param-
eterized equations.

Additionally, much of the discrepancy between the data
in the Fe–Ni–P and Fe–Ni–S systems shown on Fig. 5 arise
from the partitioning value suggested in the P-free, S-free
system, when Fe domains has a value of one. In the P-free
system, the choice of the speciation of P in the liquid has no
effect on the calculated Fe domains, because all of the liquid
is Fe domains. A troubling observation of Fig. 5 is the sug-
gestion of different Do values in the Fe–Ni–S and Fe–Ni–P
systems. This discrepancy is most pronounced in Fig. 5 for
Au. We note that our Au data are in good agreement with
previous P-bearing D(Au) values (even those calculated
from elemental concentrations measured using electron
microprobe as opposed to LA-ICP-MS), suggesting the off-
set seen in Fig. 5 is not an artifact of our analytical or
experimental methods; the limited previous experimental
D(Au) data in the Fe–Ni–P system suggested a different
Do value than Au-bearing experiments conducted in the
Fe–Ni–S system, even prior to the data we present here.
It is expected that in the S-free, P-free system, when the
metallic liquid is composed of only Fe domains, an element
would have a unique solid metal/liquid metal partitioning
value.

We currently do not have an explanation as to why
different values for Do are suggested by data from the
Fe–Ni–S and Fe–Ni–P systems for some elements (partic-
ularly Au) or as to why some elements (Ge, Ir, and Os)
are well fit by the Fe–Ni–S–P parameterization in systems
containing only P as a light element, while others are not.
One hypothesis is that the higher P concentrations in the
solid metal in the Fe–Ni–P system as compared to the
essentially zero S concentration in the solid metal in
the Fe–Ni–S system is an important difference which is
influencing the partitioning behavior. There is some sup-
port for this hypothesis, in that partitioning in the Fe–
Ni–C system, which also has high levels of C in the solid
metal, suggests a similar discrepancy between suggested
Do values in the Fe–Ni–S and Fe–Ni–C systems for some
elements (Chabot et al., 2006). Solid metal/liquid metal
experiments in the light element free Fe–Ni system are
planned but will likely require a different experimental
set-up than evacuated silica tubes used in this study.
Also, limited experiments have been conducted in the
Fe–Ni–S–P system (compiled in Chabot and Jones,
2003), and additional partitioning data from this multi-
light-element system would provide further insight into
the effects of S and P solid metal/liquid metal partition
coefficients. This is an important discrepancy that needs
to be resolved, especially as it involves understanding
the partitioning behavior of Au. Gold has become the
preferred element to use when plotting iron meteorite
trends and modeling the crystallization of iron meteorite
groups (e.g. Wasson, 1999; Wasson and Richardson,
2001; Chabot, 2004). Thus, any uncertainty in the parti-
tioning behavior of Au, and the Do value for Au, will af-
fect the ability to use this element to interpret the history
and evolution of iron meteorites.

As a current approach, for elements that exhibit dif-
ferent partitioning behaviors in the Fe–Ni–S and Fe–Ni–
P system, a method like that used in Jones and Malvin
(1990) is needed for these elements. Jones and Malvin
(1990) used separate b values for the Fe–Ni–P and
Fe–Ni–S systems and treated partitioning in the com-
bined Fe–Ni–S–P system as a weighted average of the
partitioning behaviors from the two end-member sys-
tems, assuming linear behavior. Jones and Malvin
(1990) also calculated Do values by using a weighted
average of the Do values from the Fe–Ni–S and Fe–
Ni–P system. Table 4 provides b and Do values deter-
mined by using Eqs. (2) and (3) but fitting only data
from the Fe–Ni–P system for the five elements of As,
Au, Ga, Pt, and Re.

3.4. Partitioning between a and c-solid metal

In total, five three-phase a�c-liquid experiments
were conducted, with slight variations in temperature



Table 5
Partitioning values from three-phase a-solid metal, c-solid metal,
and liquid metal.

Element D(a/c)a D(c/liq. met.)a

Ag 1.02 ± 0.08 0.13 ± 0.01
As 1.03 ± 0.04 0.59 ± 0.02
Au 0.85 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.05
Bi 1.56 ± 0.15 0.009 ± 0.001
Co 0.98 ± 0.03 1.1 ± 0.03
Cr 1.11 ± 0.13 0.62 ± 0.05
Cu 0.86 ± 0.04 0.99 ± 0.04
Fe 1.004 ± 0.004 1.11 ± 0.01
Ga 0.92 ± 0.03 2.5 ± 0.1
Ge 0.88 ± 0.04 2.2 ± 0.1
Ir 0.60 ± 0.02 7.4 ± 0.5
Mo 1.38 ± 0.06 0.33 ± 0.01
Ni 0.83 ± 0.01 1.18 ± 0.02
Os 0.70 ± 0.03 7.9 ± 0.6
P 1.93 ± 0.09 0.13 ± 0.01
Pb 1.55 ± 0.12 0.018 ± 0.003
Pd 0.84 ± 0.05 0.57 ± 0.02
Pt 0.62 ± 0.02 4.0 ± 0.2
Re 0.94 ± 0.05 5.0 ± 0.2
Rh 0.82 ± 0.05 1.02 ± 0.04
Ru 0.85 ± 0.04 1.34 ± 0.04
Sb 1.09 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.01
Sn 1.39 ± 0.06 0.23 ± 0.01
W 1.33 ± 0.04 1.10 ± 0.03
Zn 1.01 ± 0.14 1.0 ± 0.1

a D values were calculated as the weighted average of the five
runs detailed in Table 2. The error is twice the weighted error. The
weighted average wt% P in the liquid metal for the five runs was
8.7 ± 0.3.
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(1100–1150 �C) and starting bulk compositions. All five
experiments produced similar a/c (bcc/fcc) partitioning
behaviors that were indistinguishable within error. Thus,
the results presented are weighted averages from these
Fig. 6. The a/c concentration ratios determined by our experiments are p
as a solid line, indicates that an element has no preference for the a struct
have a/c ratios close to unity, suggesting that an a versus c Fe alloy crust
these elements.
five runs. Table 5 gives the a/c partition coefficients
and the c-solid metal/liquid metal partition coefficients.
The c-solid metal/liquid metal partition coefficients are
in excellent agreement with the trends and values in
Table 3.

As listed in Table 5 and shown graphically in
Fig. 6, all of the elements measured have a/c partition-
ing values between 0.60 and 1.93. In the experiments,
the a/c partitioning ratios for the major elements of
Fe (1.004), Ni (0.83), and P (1.93) are consistent with
the Fe–Ni–P phase diagram (Doan and Goldstein,
1970). In general, the fact that all of the trace elements
in Table 5 have a/c partitioning ratios so close to unity
indicates that Fe alloy crystal structure has only a min-
or influence on the partitioning behaviors of all of the
22 trace elements studied. For the diverse set of 22
trace elements examined by this work, there is a factor
of three of absolute fractionation among them due to
effects from the solid Fe alloy crystal structure, though
it could also possibly be due to high temperature.
Existing data (Watson et al., 2008) show that low-tem-
perature equilibration leads to large differences in D-
value.

As shown in Fig. 6, a few elements do exhibit more
than a 20% difference for partitioning between a and c
Fe alloy solids, and some similarities between the natural
crystal structure of an element and its preference for a
versus c solids are observed. For example, of all the trace
elements in Table 2, Cr, W, and Mo are the only three
with a bcc structure and all three of these elements show
a preference for the a-solid phase as compared to the c-
solid metal. In contrast, the highly siderophile elements
of Ir and Pt, both fcc elements, show a slight preference
for the c-solid over the a-solid. However, Os, which is an
hcp (hexagonal close-packed) element, shows a preference
for the c-solid while the neighboring element of Re,
which is also hcp, has a a/c partitioning ratio of just
0.94, very close to unity. Additionally, Pb, a fcc element,
lotted in order of increasing atomic number. A ratio of one, shown
ure relative to the c structure. All 22 elements present at trace levels
al structure has only a minor affect on the partitioning behaviors of
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shows the second largest preference for the a-solid over
the c-solid of all of the elements in Table 5. Thus, a sim-
ple relationship between an element’s natural crystal
structure and its a/c partitioning ratio is not observed.

In a study of the distribution of platinum group ele-
ments and Re between phases in iron meteorites, Hirata
and Nesbitt (1997) noted a correlation between ionic
size and the partitioning ratios of these elements be-
tween kamacite (a) and Ni-rich phases including taenite
(c); they suggested that ionic radius was the controlling
mechanism, resulting in a smooth progression with the
order being (from small to large) Ir–Os–Pt–Re–Rh–
Ru–Pd. Given that bonding in these compounds is
metallic, several difficulties arise in assigning accurate
‘‘ionic” radii to them. The a/c partitioning results given
in Table 5 and Fig. 6 do not show any such progres-
sion for these same elements. A laser ablation ICP-MS
study by Mullane et al. (2004) concluded that the
kamacite/taenite distribution of HSE in pallasites and
iron meteorites was controlled by the atomic size of
the elements. Our experimental dataset, which includes
many elements in addition to HSE, does not show a
simple relationship between a/c partitioning and an ele-
ment’s atomic size.
4. IMPLICATIONS FOR IRON METEORITES

The main motivation for this project was to determine
the effect of P on the distribution of trace elements during
the evolution of iron meteorites. Our experimental results
have applications to understanding both the crystallization
of iron meteorites and the subsolidus formation of the Wid-
manstätten pattern.

During the crystallization of iron meteorites, the non-
metal content of the metallic liquid will have an effect
on the distribution of trace elements between the form-
ing solid metal and the residual liquid metal. However,
our results indicate that for the 22 elements examined
experimentally, the effect of P on solid metal/liquid me-
tal partitioning behavior is relatively minor. For the
majority of these elements, the partition coefficients
changed only by about a factor of two or less, even
though the P-content of the metallic liquid varied from
about 3 wt% to over 9 wt%, close to the Fe–Fe3P eutec-
tic composition of 10 wt% P (Gustafson, 1990). Even
D(Ir), which exhibited the largest change in its partition
coefficient, varied by only about a factor of six. This is
in marked contrast to the effect of S on the partitioning
behavior of many of these elements. As seen on Fig. 5,
D(Ir) varies from the S-free system to a S-content near
the Fe–FeS eutectic of 31 wt% D(Ir) increases by nearly
three orders of magnitude. Other elements such as Re
and Os show equally large increases in their D values
with increasing S in the metallic liquid. For all of the
elements shown on Fig. 5, the influence of S is consid-
erably larger than the influence of P on the solid me-
tal/liquid metal partitioning value when examined over
the large range of S contents versus the more limited
range of P concentrations.
Thus, if an iron meteorite is crystallizing from a single
metallic liquid that contains both S and P, the effect of P
on the distribution of elements between the crystallizing
solid and residual liquid will be minor in comparison to
the effect of S, given the larger concentrations of S rela-
tive to P believed to be involved during the crystallization
of most iron meteorites. Our results suggest that frac-
tional crystallization models involving Fe–Ni–S–P liquids
that do not include effects from P on elemental partition
coefficients (Chabot, 2004) will still result in first order
crystallization trends appropriate for interpreting the evo-
lution of iron meteorites if the effects of S on partitioning
behavior are appropriately included in the modeling
effort.

However, as fractional crystallization proceeds, a Fe–
Ni–S–P liquid will become enriched in both S and P. A
large liquid immiscibility field exists in the Fe–S–P system
(Raghavan, 1988). It has been suggested that some iron
meteorite groups (i.e., IIAB and IIIAB) very likely
encountered liquid immiscibility in the Fe–Ni–S–P system
during their crystallization histories (Ulff-Møller, 1998;
Chabot and Drake, 2000). If liquid immiscibility were
encountered, two metallic liquids would form, with one
liquid being S-rich and the other being P-rich. Knowledge
of the effects of both S and P on the partitioning behav-
iors of elements would thus be needed to interpret and
model the distribution of elements between these two
immiscible liquids. Modeling studies of Ulff-Møller
(1998) and Chabot and Drake (1999) have shown how ef-
fects from both S and P can be incorporated into models
of iron meteorite crystallization. However, prior to our
new experimental work presented here, the effect of P
on the behavior of trace elements was not well con-
strained. Using our new data, these late stage processes
can be modeled for the first time for many trace elements
by future studies.

The Fe–Ni phases of kamacite (a) and taenite (c)
are found in iron meteorites, making up the widely rec-
ognized Widmanstätten pattern in some cases. The
Widmanstätten pattern forms as a subsolidus reaction
in iron meteorites and is used to deduce the cooling
rates of iron meteorites (e.g. Yang and Goldstein,
2005). Measured iron meteorite kamacite/taenite parti-
tioning values have been reported to vary from <0.1
to >3, resulting in over an order of magnitude fractio-
nations among siderophile elements (Rasmussen et al.,
1988; Hirata and Nesbitt, 1997; Campbell and Huma-
yun, 1999; McDonough et al., 1999; Hsu et al., 2000;
Mullane et al., 2004). However, significant discrepancies
exist among the kamacite/taenite partition coefficients
reported by these different studies. For some elements,
such as Ir, kamacite/taenite partition coefficients both
>1 and <1 have been reported. Other studies have
demonstrated that kamacite/taenite partition coefficients
can be strongly affected by the position within the tae-
nite grain that is measured (e.g. Goldstein, 1967; Wat-
son et al., 2005; Ash et al., 2007). Thus, determining
kamacite/taenite values for iron meteorites requires
additional work to reach a consensus as to appropriate
values.
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Once well-determined kamacite/taenite partitioning
values are available from iron meteorites, the results
can be compared to our experimentally determined a/c
partition coefficients. Our a/c partition coefficients are
from experiments conducted at higher temperatures than
the subsolidus formation of kamacite/taenite in iron
meteorites, and will likely be found to differ from the lat-
ter. These differences could be the result of temperature
variation. At temperatures pertinent to Widmanstätten
formation, a/c partition coefficients tend to increase in
magnitude with cooling. In other words, the equilibrium
concentrations of trace elements in each phase appear
to diverge (which is, in part, what is responsible for the
development of the characteristic M-shaped profiles ob-
served in iron meteorites (Campbell and Humayun,
1999; Watson et al., 2005)). At temperatures of
�400 �C, estimates of equilibrium partition coefficients
of various siderophile elements vary by close to an order
of magnitude (Watson et al., 2008). This strong effect of
temperature may continue at even higher temperatures,
resulting in the relatively smaller variation of partition
coefficients observed here. A complete temperature study
has not been undertaken here due to the very small three-
phase field. Furthermore, differences could result from the
effects of variations in P concentration. If this is the case,
the differences in partition coefficients between our P-
bearing a/c experiments and kamacite–taenite in iron
meteorites may be the low-temperature equivalent of par-
titioning differences resulting from varying P concentra-
tion in our higher-temperature solid metal–liquid metal
experiments. Finally, it is assumed that these experiments
Table A1
Results from previous partitioning studies in the Fe–Ni–P system.

Reference Run # wt% P (liq.) D(Au) D

Narayan and Goldstein (1982) E11 8.89 ± 0.41
Narayan and Goldstein (1982) E5 6.58 ± 0.52
Narayan and Goldstein (1982) E4 6.20 ± 0.16
Narayan and Goldstein (1982) E10 4.78 ± 0.48
Narayan and Goldstein (1982) E8 2.86 ± 0.40
Willis and Goldstein (1982) 12a 3.35 ± 0.16 1.
Willis and Goldstein (1982) 12b 4.45 ± 0.33 1.
Willis and Goldstein (1982) 13a 5.68 ± 0.28 0.56 ± 0.05
Willis and Goldstein (1982) 13b 7.83 ± 0.31 0.74 ± 0.08
Willis and Goldstein (1982) 14 5.21 ± 0.33
Willis and Goldstein (1982) 15 3.32 ± 0.27
Malvin et al. (1986) 23C 6.5
Malvin et al. (1986) 23E 6.5
Malvin et al. (1986) 23G 6.0 0.66
Malvin et al. (1986) 23B 4.4
Malvin et al. (1986) 23D 4.2
Malvin et al. (1986) 23F 4.4 0.6
Jones and Malvin (1990) 24 8.09
Jones and Malvin (1990) 25 8.66
Jones and Malvin (1990) 26 8.47 0.93

Errors given as ±1r.
have reached equilibrium. Equilibrium was not achieved
between the kamacite and taenite in iron meteorites,
where M-shaped concentration gradients of Ni (Wasson,
1985, p. 89) and many siderophile elements are typically
preserved in taenite.
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APPENDIX A. PREVIOUS Fe–Ni–P SOLID METAL/

LIQUID METAL EXPERIMENTS

Table A1 details previous partitioning values determined
in the Fe–Ni–P by experiments that involved (c)-solid metal
and liquid metal. Some solid metal/liquid metal partition-
ing values reported by Jones and Malvin (1990) and Chabot
and Drake (2000) are between a-solid metal and liquid me-
tal and are thus not appropriate for comparison to our
experimental results. Chabot et al. (2003) report partition-
ing values for a number of trace elements, but their exper-
(Ga) D(Ge) D(Ir) D(Ni) D(P)

1.61 ± 0.14 0.84 ± 0.03 0.114 ± 0.005
1.39 ± 0.07 0.90 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01
1.24 ± 0.07 0.89 ± 0.02 0.10 ± 0.003
0.96 ± 0.06 0.87 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.01
0.71 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.01

03 ± 0.04 0.90 ± 0.01 0.102 ± 0.006
32 ± 0.05 0.90 ± 0.02 0.115 ± 0.009

0.88 ± 0.03 0.116±0.007
0.89 ± 0.01 0.122 ± 0.005

2.73 ± 0.36 0.86 ± 0.02 0.112 ± 0.008
2.22 ± 0.19 0.86 ± 0.02 0.096 ± 0.004
4.67 0.90 0.10

1.33 0.85 0.11
0.86 0.11

2.79 0.89 0.09
1.02 0.88 0.09

0.90 0.11
5.07 0.85 0.11

2.15 0.89 0.10
0.87 0.11
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iments contain S along with P and thus fall in the more
complex Fe–Ni–S–P system.
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